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Arylamines are widely used electron donating moieties in organic optoelectronic materials. We recently introduced novel bipolar host materials for Phosphorescent Organic Light Emitting Diodes (PhOLEDs) based on oxadiazole electron acceptors and planarized triarylamines as donors. Planarization of the arylamines allowed for the control of the donor properties as increased planarization significantly decreased the donor strength (figure 1, left). Additionally, our investigations also unveiled that beside its decreased donor strength fully planarized indolo[3,2,1-\textit{jk}]carbazole (ICz) possesses weak acceptor character.[1] Furthermore, we investigated ICz based host materials for PhOLEDs with high triplet energies ($E_T > 2.8$eV).[2]

Our current research focuses on the incorporation of additional nitrogen atoms into the ICz framework (figure 2, right) in order to integrate electron poor pyridine into the scaffold to further enhance the acceptor strength. Results from theoretical calculations revealed that incorporation of nitrogen into the scaffold significantly lowers both HOMO and LUMO levels, indicating increased acceptor strength of these derivatives.

A comprehensive synthetic approach towards different nitrogen containing ICz derivatives, as well as results from photophysical and electrochemical characterization as well as theoretical calculations will be presented within this contribution.

Figure 1: Concept of donor strength modulation in triarylamines by planarization (left) and examples for different nitrogen containing ICz derivatives (right).
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Motivation
Recently, our investigations on planarized arylamines as electron donating moieties unveiled, that increased planarization leads to a decreased donor strength. Fully planarized indolocarbazole (ICz) exhibited also weak acceptor character.[1] The aim of this work was the incorporation of additional pyridine-like nitrogen atoms into the ICz scaffold to further increase the acceptor strength. This gradual modification of donor and acceptor strength by planarization and nitrogen content allows for the specific adjustment of the electrochemical properties of the triarylamine building block.

Results and Outlook
A reliable synthetic protocol for the incorporation of pyridine into the ICz moiety was established. According to both experimental data and theoretical calculations these molecular modification significantly lowers both HOMO and LUMO levels (figure 3). Notably, the degree of the decrease depends on the nitrogen position in the ring, thus allowing to tune the energy levels.

Our current research focuses on the functionalization of the NICz moiety for implementation in functional organic materials.
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